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Erlguten

Erlguten is a system for high-quality typesetting

Goal: Better than TeX

Erlguten is work in progress

Erlguten was written by

Joe Armstrong
Michael Karlsson
Sean Hinde
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Motivation

TeX does not like absolute positioning
WYSIWYG isn't
Most systems get kerning wrong
No systems do advanced kerning and layout
Gutenburg was right
Digital typography has made things worse not better
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This is what open 
office did – it's 
wrong the bounding 
boxes are disjoint About right

Too tight 

Too loose 
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Motivation

The thesis bug
 

These are different a's
Times Roman and Baskerville
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Gutenburg 42 line Bible
c. 1450

Optical alignment 
Non-overloaded hypen. This practise 
was discontinued by Claude Garamond 
in c. 1545.
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Goals

Easy to use – simple textual input

Multi-mode inputs (suited for technical reports, magazine layout and 
presentations)

Very high quality layout engine (better than TeX, in-design, quark etc.)
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Technical

Pure Erlang
Uses only the in-built PDF fonts
Implement ”micotypographic techniques in the HZ program”
(margin kerning, otical alignment of margins, kerning and
tracking adjustments to text)
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pdf.erl (mikael)

colortest1(PDF,N,[])->
    [];
colortest1(PDF,N,[H|T])->
    pdf:set_fill_color(PDF,H),
    pdf:rectangle(PDF,{0,20},{20,20}),
    pdf:path(PDF,fill_stroke),
    pdf:set_fill_color(PDF,black),
    pdf:begin_text(PDF),
    pdf:set_font(PDF,"Times-Roman", 8),
    pdf:set_text_pos(PDF,0,(N rem 2)*10),
    pdf:text(PDF,atom_to_list(H)),
    pdf:end_text(PDF),
    pdf:translate(PDF,30,0),
    colortest1(PDF,N+1,T).
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DOCBOOK Light (Sean)

<section1>
  <title>Erlguten</title>
  <para>Erlang based applications
  ...
  <code>
app_name/src/
        /priv

  <list>
    <item>
      <code>src</code> contains
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ML9 (Joe)

<tag1 name="joe" date="2004-10-11”>
 <list>
  <item>

  <code>src</code> contains
     ...
  </item>
  ...
 </list>
</tag1>

@tag1 {name={"joe","armstrong"},
       date={2004,10,11}}

* ''src'' contains

Simple data 
structures

Complex Data 
structures
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ML9

@autoexec {mod="handler"}
@erlang
-module(foo).
...
@doc {keywords=[code,doc]}
This is ''very nice'' because:
* it's ''easy'' to learn
* easy to type
@java
import java.applet.*;
public class Foo exetends Applet {
  private boo=0;
@makefile name=”Makfile”
.SUFFIXES .erl.beam
...

Run handler on this file

Wiki text

Java

Erlang text
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Magazine production (Joe)

@autoexec {mod="pdf"}
@include "magazine"
@heading This page tests 
justification routines
@leftBox
This is normal text with no 
emphasised code.
...
@image "bikes.jpg"

@grid {page=a4,dx=20,dy=20}
@box {name="heading",x=1,y=1, 
color="yellow", face="TimeRoman", 
pointSize=24,justification=left}
@image {x=2,y=3}
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Status

It works but ...
Unstable (I keep re-writing it)
Taking a lot longer than I expected
(Knuth "paragraph justification is really 
difficult") (most programs get it wrong!)
Fun
Needs integrating with ex11


